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 taken care of that. But underground must lie the remains of cities coeval with the
 Assyrian Empire, cities almost as ancient as Balkh, and the manner of brick
 building mnlust have been that of Mesopotamia, not that of India. Seistan was never
 "Indian" or "Buddhist" like those other sand-covered regions in Turkestan.
 Geographically cut off from the Indus and Sind by the deserts (which were passable
 with difficulty) and the frontier barrier of hills (which were not passable at all south
 of Kalat), Seistan may be regarded, like Herat, as an extreme outpost of the West
 rather than of the East. Neither Greeks nor Arabs passed through Seistan to India
 direct; but nothing short of deep digging in Seistan will ever reveal its most ancient
 history. It is a pity that the mission had no time to dig. Mr. Tate's book will
 find its place in all frontier libraries, inasmuch as it may be regarded as containing
 the " last word" on Western Baluchistan and Seistan. It is well worth reading.

 WES'T CENTRAL ASIA.

 Autour de 1 Afghanistan.' Par Commandant de Bouillane de Lacoste. Paris:
 Hachette. 1908. 12 fr.

 ' Around Afghanistan.' Translated from the French by J. G. Anderson. London:
 Pitman. 1909. 10s. 6d. net.

 A French view of the Central Asian question, based on a comprehensive tour
 through some of the chief countries connected therewith, is not unwelcome, even
 though Afghanistan be excluded from the scope of the journey. The title of the
 work is strictly correct, speaking topographically, as the author's route describes
 a complete periphery around the Amir's dominions. It starts fiom Teheran and
 proceeds to Meshed, after which it crosses into Russian territory and proceeds
 vid Askabad by rail to Kokand and Andijan. Thence comes the more interesting
 part of the journey, from a geographical point of view, as it leads southwards over
 the Alai and Trans-Alai ranges, and across the Pamirs to the upper reaches of the
 Sarikol river and Taghdumbash Pamir. The author's intention was to cross the
 eastern watershed from the Tagdumbash side into the upper Raskam valley, but
 his guides were deterred from attempting this by the alarming reports of the natives

 as to the dangers of the pass. Consequently the party was forced to take the
 Sar-i-kol route to Yarkand leading past Tash-Kurgan fort, of which a capital photo-
 graph is supplied. This leads us to remark that the numerous photographs, so
 profusely scattered throughout the book, are really excellent, not only in the selec-
 tion of typical and characteristic scenes, but also because of their remarkably clear
 reproduction. From Yarkand the route led southwards to Leh over the Karakoram
 pass and thence to Srinagar. As a record of Central Asian travel, the narrative,
 though containing little novelty, supplies a faithful and picturesque description
 of the difficulties experienced in the rough and comparatively unfrequented tracts
 traversed: the political comments are furnished in a preface by Mr. Georges
 Leygues entitled " Le Probleme Asiatique," but this is based on French and Russian
 disquisitions of a somewhat intolerant and exaggerated character, contrasting with
 the author's comments and reflections, which are characterized generally by percep-
 tion and common sense.

 An English translation of the work has also been issued in an attractive get-
 up, with the original sketch-maps and illustrations.

 T. H. H.
 AMERICA.

 ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORK IN YUCATAN.

 ' Le Yucatan Inconnu.' Par M. Ie Comte Maurice de Perigny. [Paris: 1909..
 This is a short account of a journey in 1906-7 in the south-east portion of

 Yucatan in search of the ruins of ancient Maya buildings and sculptures. M. de
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 Perigny ascended the Rio Hondo, which for the distance of about 60 miles forms the
 boundary between British Honduras and Yucatan; then, leaving the river, he rode 18
 leagues through the forest to the village of Icaiche, Up to the last few years this has
 been a disturbed district and almost closed to travellers. The Indians of Chan Santa
 Cruz to the north were for many years hostile to the Mexican Government, and
 maintained a state of independence. Icaiche and some of the neighbouring villages
 were refuges for all the runaway rascals from Guatemala, Belize, and Yucatan.
 Now the whole district has come under the government of Mexico, and beyond the
 usual difficulty of engaging labourers to work at clearing ruins in the forest, M. de
 Perigny met with no impediment to his explorations. Between Icaiche and the Rio
 Hondo M. de Perigny located four groups of ruins, and a fourth group which he calls
 Rio Beque about 20 miles to the north of Icaiche. This last group of ruins appears
 to have been the most important of those discovered, and contains one building
 differing considerably in form from others that the traveller had seen in Peten or
 Yucatan. The principal fagade faces the north and measures 40 metres in length,
 and is flanked at each extremity by a tower built of stones and earth cased in masonry.
 The angles of these towers are rounded, and in each tower a narrow stairway gives
 access to two interior chambers. Four photographs of this building are given.

 It is very remarkable that, although the ruins visited are within 50 or 60 miles
 of Tikal, and about the same distance from the ruins at Naranjo and Yaxha, lately
 described by Mr. Teobert Maler, all of which abound with carved stelse and other
 sculpture, M. de Perigny was not successful in discovering any sculptured stelae or
 inscriptions. Such monuments are certainly rare among the ruins of Yucatan, and
 it may be that the Rio Hondo marks a portion of the boundary between the Yucatec
 and Central American culture. However, M. de Perigny notes that all the ruins he
 visited on this journey are in an advanced state of decay, and it is possible that
 sculptured stelae still lie hidden under the great masses of fallen stone. Throughout
 the route traversed were found the remains of walls, and mounds of stones, probably
 the foundations of ancient buildings, proofs of the former existence of a large
 population, and, although M. de Perigny must be condoled with on his ill luck in
 not discovering any carved monuments or inscriptions, his journey through this
 little-known country is none the less valuable as helping to close the void between
 the interesting ruins in Guatemala and the great ruined towns of northern Yucatan.

 A. P. M.

 SOUTH AMERICAN TRAVELS.

 ' Reisestudien a?s dem Westlichen Siid-Amerika.' Von Therese Prinzessin yon
 Bayern. Berlin: D. Reimer. 1908. 20m.

 An elaborate and painstaking account of the carefully planned and well-equipped
 expedition led by the princess in 1898, up and down the Columbian Magdalena and
 along the Pacific coast of South America. Short side trips were taken to the Andes,
 and a longer excursion from Arequipa up to La Paz, and therefrom through " punas "
 and deserts down again to Antofagasta. The return journey took her from Valparaiso
 to Buenos Ayres through the Andes and pampas. The scientific results have already
 appeared in a number of special papers.

 Though the princess broke no fresh ground, she collected quite a wealth of
 biological and human documents for the state museum of Bavaria, and took extra-
 ordinarily copious notes, the full detail of which is given here. Generalities about
 Columbia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Chile, and Argentine are well condensed each in a
 separate chapter. There is also a valuable collection of photographs and sketches.
 The work is handsomely produced, and contains, beside elaborate maps, catalogues of
 all the materials collected and a copious bibliography.

 M. H.
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